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custom commands and personalization dragon professional individual provides powerful personalization options to customize its speech recognition and text-to-speech features to your own unique workflow and accent. if you want to use dragon's advanced personalization features, you must
purchase an upgrade to dragon professional individual. there are additional personalization features that come with dragon professional individual, including customized commands and custom words. these features work with dragon's microsoft office integration, enabling you to customize words and
phrases and add signatures to documents in microsoft word, powerpoint, excel, and outlook. speech transcription dragon professional individual offers accurate speech-to-text transcription with the power of machine learning and deep learning to interpret your speech with greater accuracy than ever

before. to ensure that the text it generates is accurate, dragon professional individual provides state-of-the-art speech-to-text transcription with flexible language-specific options and also supports an extensive list of languages. in addition, dragon professional individual offers transcription of
business documents and formal letters and supports free text transcription in dozens of languages. in-application training dragon professional individual comes with built-in training tools for easy and accurate training and a 12-month trial of on-demand and self-service support. voice-based training is

a great way to learn how to use dragon or to fine-tune your dictation skills. you can train dragon as often as you like, and you can download and customize training materials. online forums and the knowledgebase are excellent sources of help.
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